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software development, some experience, lot of experience, developer Belgium share on

Our ‘Mobile, Web & IoT’ team combines years of experience in .NET with the eagerness of

a start-up to keep on learning, create new and innovative solutions and bring projects to a

successful conclusion. We are a tightly-knit team of easy-going, yet highly motivated

developers, working in a free and relaxed environment. Our expertise lies in mobile

applications, streaming analytics, and IoT, but we always keep the door open to what the

latest .NET coding technology might bring. 

Eager to create innovative solutions in mobile, web and IoT? Keep on reading!

Apply for Lead .NET Developer!

Thank you for your application.

We will get back in touch with you soon! Have a great day!

read our stories

What will you be doing as a lead .net developer?

Are you passionate about creating cutting-edge applications? Does your heart skip a beat

when you read how we work? Then you’re what we’re looking for!
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Make new features on top of running ERPs  rather than on SQL databases, for instance:

o A visual and user-friendly drag and drop plan board, based on a heavy SAP production

planning interface, a useful treat for the eyes!

Co-create with our customers  : we find innovative solutions together with our

customers in end-to-end projects. Co-innovate APIs from start to finish, using techniques

such as automated testing, continuous integration and delivery, and service based integration. 

Take responsibility, share the risk  : you provide and implement solutions while freely

giving your input on how we structure and work. We believe in agile and scrum, but in the

heat of the battle we aim for the most pragmatic way of working together.

Learn to fly, we’ll catch you when you fall : you can always fall back on the .NET

experience of your colleagues, who will teach you the necessary skills during internal

trainings, team meetings, e-learnings and conferences. You can grow as a .NET developer. 

On average, we work part-time from our offices in Gent, Antwerpen, Wavre, Kortrijk or Lummen

and part-time at the customer’s location. This way we can  guarantee connectedness with

the team and proximity to the customer,   the best of both worlds!

Apply Now
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